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at frowsy m’boy on a blustery november morning, a group of seven chattering women gather for one last rehearsal before heading to the mediterranean. m’boy is an experimental, day-long festival of food, wine, and music that celebrates the ongoing bounty of
the culinary world. stalls offer tastes from the mediterranean and far flung lands. everything from tacos and salads to sandwichs and canapés makes a smooth passage, save for a stand-out prepared food entry by a student chef. just before noon a staff chef
sets up a tasting table of cheese and charcuterie. he arches his back and spreads his arms wide, inviting you to smell the salty, tangy, and sweet delights that he has prepared. suddenly, the women are all eyes, and the chef reveals the work of art in front of
them. each room in san cristobal de las casas is a refuge of muted tones, kichabe ceramics, and intricate wood furnishings. restored colonial buildings line the courtyard patio. the sky room (room 707) has a pair of copper chandeliers and a large private balcony
with 270-degree views of the city. for a secluded retreat, head to the mirador (711), a suite with sweeping views, a small private terrace, and a rooftop pool with a tikili (wooden terrace) and a hanging swing. whether you're looking for a sleek, modern hotel with
impeccable high-tech hardware in its 185 rooms, or one with an old-worldy renaissance feel that channels the citys byzantine charm and mystery, the raffles has you covered. set in the central besiktas neighborhood on the european side, the raffles brings
guests right on top of an array of shopping and dining options, and you can see the bosphorus from many of the rooms. isokoyo serves a creative pan-asian menu (from chinese dumplings to pickled and fermented korean dishes), rocca brasserie has shareable
plates and homemade pastas, and the lobby lavinia lounge presents afternoon tea surrounded by mirrored mosaics and oversized sculptures. there are also outposts of raffles classics like the long bar and patisserie, and a sixth floor lounge for drinks and bites
around the pool and expansive views at both day and night.
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an integral development of humanity, as i will try to demonstrate in what follows, has a clear meaning in the light of the truths of the faith regarding the origin of man and the nature of social life. just as the creation of man appeared to be unique in the
universe, so human life is unique in the sense of its origin, aim and ultimate destiny. with god as its creator, human life has its foundation in the mysterium, a mystery which the scripture calls the mysterium fidei, the mystery of faith[187]. through the word

made flesh, god's son, human life became fully homoousion, fully one with god himself, for "in him dwells all the fullness of god" (col 1:19). this is the deep foundation of man's vocation as both giver and receiver, both the recipient of the grace of the holy spirit
and the origin of good and justice for all[188]. such a foundation is only possible for beings that are by nature endowed with eternal life. through christ, all men have been saved and have been given the grace of the holy spirit to unite with god and with each
other in a life of love and truth[189]. the good news of the gospel can be seen in the first instance in its fulfillment of the demands of justice; the law of love which god has written in the heart of every human being. just as the biblical account of the creation of
man (gen 1-2) is irrevocably linked to the rest of the events of the first week of creation[190], so the good news of the gospel renews the history of mankind in a history of redemption in the trinitarian form in which god is one in three persons (jn 1:1-3, 1:1-5;

heb 1:1-2). this is the conviction of the popes who have drawn attention to its implications for social life[191] the proposal to found the new social order on the gospel did not come from mere na ivi sentiment or casual speculation, but was based on the
recognition that every anthropological foundation of a new society must be firmly rooted in the respect of human life, in particular, its dignity as man-and woman-created in the image of god-and thus, in the defense of the human person[192]. 5ec8ef588b
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